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Facility or building maintenance training teaches students the best way to achieve operational and
performance objectives for your number of systems inside a facility. The training covers daily
cleaning and repairs as well as long-term maintenance. These system areas include HVAC
Training, Mechanical Training, Electrical Training and Facilities Management Training.

Basic training is accessible for novices, and the programs advance up to management practicing for
supervisors and administrators. The education is important for workplace success. Unsafe and
ineffective staff are of no value to an organization and can damage the business. Employees that
may recognize and solve troubles are valuable assets.

Industrial maintenance training is yet another name for facility or building training. One of the
training goals would be to provide workers with healthy and safe surroundings and keep the building
functional. This means that the workspace must have no safety hazards and any dangerous
materials onsite must be used and stored in a suitable manner. Easy accessibility to chemical safety
data sheets as well as safety equipment such as rubber boots, gloves and masks is important.

The well trained maintenance worker can check fire extinguishers, exit lights and fire alarms to
ensure they are in good working order. A knowledge of equipment and power shut-off locations is
also required of maintenance technicians. Building equipment and systems are company assets that
must receive proper maintenance. This is required for warranty protection in addition to extent the
significant lifetime of the various tools.

HVAC classes are an integral part of a maintenance program training. Thousands of technicians
have already earned HVAC certification with special emphasis on the EPA 608 Refrigerant
Recycling Rule. EPA 608 Certification is a requirement of people that deal with controlled
refrigerants utilized in refrigeration and ac systems. Related courses include HVAC Controls and Air
Distribution, Chilled Water Systems and Boiler Operation and Maintenance.

Electrical training seminars are also a huge part in the training curriculum. Starting with Basic
Electricity, and troubleshooting courses, there is even an Electrical Safety program, there are a
variety of additional courses that can supply the requirements for any qualified electrical worker.
Testing allows students top earn certificates for example ATMT electrical certification. Courses
include National Electrical Code, Generators and Emergency Power and Arc Flash Training.

Mechanical training is a big a part of industrial maintenance training. After taking courses in fluid
power, pumps, steam, plumbing and welding, it will be possible to save energy, money and time
within your workplace. For example, pump maintenance and repair classes demonstrates to you to
quickly fix problems to reduce downtime. Furthermore, proper pump installation may eliminate
expensive frequent repairs altogether.

Maintenance management is an additional area of study for supervisors and managers. Courses
include Conducting Your Personal Energy Audit, Maintenance Planning and Scheduling and
Predictive Maintenance. The constant maintenance planning course teaches work performance
measurements, prioritizing work, controlling backlogs and coping with emergencies. All courses can
increase the efficiency with the facility.
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Fred Lannister - About Author:
American Trainco offers a maintenance program and a electrical safety program. They offer public
seminars and private on-site trainings. Visits AmericanTrainco.com for more information.
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